Battle Card

Safe-T Software Defined Access
Office 365 Security Jacket
The Need
The flourishing witnessed massive adoption of Microsoft
Office 365 is giving enterprises access to leading productivity
tools (e.g. Outlook 365, OneDrive for Business, Office suite,
and more) that offer flexibility and cost reduction of cloud
services. Thus freeing up IT and security teams to focus on
improving and securing the network and on premise business
applications.
However, the current move to Office 365 for corporate use,
and data previously stored on premise, move to the Cloud
has created challenges around compliance, regulations, data
security, data leakage, etc.
The simplicity and lack of built-in auditing and tracking, create
the opportunity for users to utilize cloud based solutions and
storages, for their own use in addition to business use. Imagine
a business user, using the corporate OneDrive account to
share un-sanctioned company related information with a
customer or business partner or store personal data.

The Solution
Safe-T Office 365 Security Jacket

Benefits
Add security and encryption
layers to Office 365 productivity
tools
Ensure un-sanctioned file types/
sizes are not stored or sent in/
with Office 365 productivity tools
Ensure users do not bypass
Outlook 365 when exchanging
large files with recipients
Support all email exchange flows
using Outlook and Exchange 365,
including Flexible authentication
options
Automatically secure any data
leaving the organization to Office
365
Scan any downloaded and
incoming data for viruses
Integrate common and
proprietary business applications
with Office 365 suite

Safe-T smooth integrative deployment enables organizations
utilizing Office 365 to control and secure data exchange
of any type and size between people, applications, cloud
solutions, and businesses.

End-to-end security between
sender and recipient

Safe-T enables organizations to quickly and easily add
security layers to Office 365 business processes.

Provide users control of their
outgoing emails’ security and
encryption levels

Safe-T offers unmatched integration into cloud based
applications through the use of its pre-built Connectors,
allowing organizations to connect to Office 365 OneDrive,
SharePoint Online, Outlook 365, etc.

Comply to regulations with full
data exchange flow monitoring

Strengthening the control of and
reducing the costs of sensitive
data sharing
Keeping Data in the Right Hands
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Figure 1 - Safe-T Secure Cloud Storage Access

Licensing
Perpetual
Products

SDE-PP-OB - Secure Data Exchange Server - Perpetual Price
SDE-PP-FE - Secure Front-End for Safe-T Data Exchange Server - Perpetual Price
Users Licenses

InU-PP-xxx - Safe-T Internal user (Perpetual Price). XXX users
Maintenance and Support

ST-MA - Safe-T Maintenance
ST-SL2 - Safe-T Support Level 2
Annual
Products

SDE-AN-OB - Secure Data Exchange Server - Annual Price
SDE-AN-FE - Secure Front-End for Safe-T Data Exchange Server - Annual Price
Users Licenses

InU-AN-xxx - Safe-T Internal user (Annual Price). XXX users
Maintenance and Support

ST-SL2 - Safe-T Support Level 2

Keeping Data in the Right Hands

